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Details of Visit:

Author: the teacher
Location 2: Knightsbridge
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 23 Apr 2010 3.00pm
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Roxxy
Website: http://www.roxxy.co.uk/
Phone: 07950911436

The Premises:

This is a spacious, homely but clean period flat on the fourth floor of a block above a row of shops
in this up market area of London. Hot showers and clean towels are in abundance and it?s only a
couple of minutes walk from the underground.

The Lady:

I have had the pleasure of visiting Roxxy once before and she?s as ravishing as ever. Roxxy is a
very hot, very shapely blonde babe in her mid thirties with fabulous big boobs and strikingly
beautiful, classic East European type facial features. She really is the stuff of erotic fantasy.
Lana is a very saucy raven haired minx in her mid twenties with an elegant, well toned figure, long
sexy legs, nice, soft, natural boobs and fine, sexy facial features which, like Roxxy?s, are very much
of the East European/Russian type. She is one very hot babe!

The Story:

I treat myself to a threesome with two gorgeous babes only about once a year, so I always take a
great deal of care to make it as special as possible. Having seen Roxxy once already and having
had a fantastic time with her, both for her sexy service and easy going, down to earth manner (see
my Punternet report), I was determined to see her again with one of her sexy friends. Roxxy had
told me about Lana, and that she liked to work with her, and when I checked out her photos I was
hooked on the idea of a fantasy role play session with these two cracking babes.
Well, to cut a long story short, they were absolutely fantastic! They had dressed very sexily: Lana in
classic, saucy French maid outfit complete with stockings and heels, and Roxxy in a short, figure
hugging, black, police uniform style ultra short dress, again with black stockings and high heels.
Both babes looked jaw droppingly sexy! Because they are clearly good buddies the whole
atmosphere was so relaxed and friendly, but make no mistake, I was as excited as a giddy
schoolboy! After a nice friendly chat to establish the set up and settle the business I had a good
shower, and then returned to the room to await the arrival of the ladies. In this role play, I was to be
the governor of an academy for young ladies, and my chief wardress Roxxy was to bring the
naughty young maid Lana to my study to be ?disciplined? for refusing to pleasure one of our
wealthy guests. It was all done in great spirit and humour, and the girls were just fantastic. Roxxy
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was awesome as the dominant ?Mistress?, and Lana was playful and cheeky as the naughty maid.
I did my best to stay in ?serious? role for as long as I could, but basically I couldn?t wait to get my
hands on these two luscious ladies, and boy, was it ever fun when I finally did so. The girls were
very sporting and were kind enough to fulfil some of my most perverted fantasies. For me, the two
things which really define the thrill of being with two babes at once is the three way kiss, and then of
course the double blow job. I enjoyed both of these wonderful experiences with Roxxy and Lana;
the sight of the two of them kneeling before me in the wide, full length mirror giving delicious OWO
to my throbbing cock and balls was just awesome! Pure pornographic fantasy! As if that wasn?t
enough, Roxxy then donned a strap-on to service Lana whilst Lana continued to give me sexy
OWO! Mind blowing! From then on I went on to enjoy both girls in a variety of exciting, sexy
positions. It?s difficult to choose the best one, but it probably had to be when Lana was riding me
cowgirl and Roxxy sat on my face facing Lana and ground down into me, just about suffocating me;
it would have been one hell of a way to go! Eventually, when I could contain myself no longer, the
girls lay side by side, their heads together, and I unleashed a juddering load onto their pretty faces.
Just so sweet!
I was absolutely flying after this wonderfully sexy session, and so grateful to these two wonderful
girls. They had brought a torrid fantasy to vivid life for me, and it will remain ingrained in me for a
very long time. We had such a relaxed and chilled out chat about all sorts of things afterwards;
always so nice and the best way of rounding off a great session. They were off on holiday this week
for some well earned R&R but should be back making dreams come true soon.
My thanks to these two awesome babes for a truly thrilling and memorable experience!
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